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C o n g r a t u l a t i o n s !   

Congratulations on writing a book! No doubt, if you handwrote it, you crossed the t’s and dotted 

the i’s. You typed out each chapter in MS Word and compiled the chapters into one file. You 

might have written it straight into MS Word or you might have had someone else type it up for 

you. These days, the options for getting your manuscript into MS Word are endless. 

You’re probably eager to publish your book or ebook right now. Yes? But wait. 

Experienced professionals can take your manuscript from a six to a ten. An editor can take your 

book from a six to an eight and a half; a proofreader can take it to a nine; a book designer can 

take it to a nine and a half; and a cover designer can take it to a ten. 

In this short book, I will assume that you and I are working together: I am your editor and 

you are en route to becoming an author. 
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1  ~  H o w  I  W o r k  a s  a n  E d i t o r  

I remember the days when I used to handwrite everything—school assignments, letters, recipes, 

notes. Then I got a typewriter and learned to touch type. I researched, wrote, and typed out my 

first book. When my traditional publisher asked me to make a global change to the manuscript of 

that book, I retyped the whole thing once more (all 350 pages or so), using carbon paper to create 

a copy. With a broken right thumb from a skiing accident! 

Then I got a computer and learned to word process. All along the way, I was learning, 

upgrading, and refining my knowledge. Bit by bit, I began editing other people’s words. 

Each one of us is different from the rest. And isn’t that a good thing! I, for instance, 

really love my work as a book editor, as I feel that I’m making a creative difference to an already 

beautiful, unique treasure.  

Editing Conventions 

Nowadays, when I edit someone’s cherished manuscript in my role as a book editor, I follow an 

elaborate and occasionally flexible set of editing conventions that govern grammar, word usage, 

punctuation, and the treatment of names. Some books I edit use spellings and conventions for 

Canadian English, some for US, and some for UK.  

I notice where the law could potentially be involved through plagiarism, slander, 

defamation of character, libel, malicious gossip, disparagement, false accusations, and insult.  

The first thing I do when I start working with you, a-soon-to-be author, and I receive your 

manuscript is to rename it with the date, the book’s name, and the author’s name (e.g., 

20200311_Joan-of-Arc_CatherineYeats.docx). Then I turn on TRACK CHANGES under REVIEW and 

start preparing a unique style sheet for the spellings and conventions to use in this particular 

book manuscript. 

The Narrative Is an Entity unto Itself 

It’s necessary to acknowledge that the narrative—your book manuscript—is an entity unto itself, 

with its own optimal shape, voice, presentation, and style. And it might not have yet reached its 

optimal level. It is my first job, as your editor, to recognize 

o your manuscript’s shape (which may yet be only partial) 
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o your voice (which may yet be blurred by interference and echo and hoarseness) 

o your presentation (which may yet be half-formed)  

o your style (which may yet exist only in potential).  

Your book narrative is reliant on you its author to give it a voice, and it is reliant on me your 

editor to ensure it will be heard in all its innuendos, whispers, soapbox speeches, stories, and 

scenes. 

MS Word 

I am familiar with MS Word (up to and including Word 2013, which is much the same as MS 

Word in Office 365), particularly with these features: 

o File: Save As | Print (including PDF) | (AutoCorrect) Options 

o Home: Font | Paragraph | Styles | Editing 

o Insert: Pages | Tables | Illustrations | Links | Comments 

o Page Layout: Page Setup | Paragraph | Tracking | Changes 

o References: Table of Contents | Footnotes 

o Review: Proofing | Language | Comments | Compare 

o View: Show | Window 

I work with the SHOW/HIDE pilcrow turned on (under HOME -> PARAGRAPH), so I can see every 

paragraph return, every tab character, every manual line break, and every double space. While 

the screen does look quite busy, I can see everything that’s happening. 

For authoritative resources, I consult print copies of Chicago Manual of Style, The 

Canadian Oxford Dictionary, Collins Canadian Dictionary, A Concise Etymological Dictionary, 

The Copyeditor’s Handbook, and more. Online, I consult Merriam-Webster (for its US 

dictionary and thesaurus, Oxford English Dictionaries (for UK dictionary and thesaurus), and 

Wikipedia.ca. I google people, places, and things, and I check book titles through Amazon.ca 

and elsewhere. 
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My Editorial Process 

My editorial process involves four steps; steps two to four tend to overlap: 

1. Structural editing  

2. Fact checking 

3. Stylistic editing 

4. Copy editing 

Structural Editing 

My first read through of a manuscript narrative gives me a feel for its shape, voice, presentation, 

and style. As I read it, with soft eyes, I get a feel for the story; I also listen for repetition, overlap, 

holes in logic, jumps, and unnecessary digressions. I return the manuscript to you (as though it 

were a tennis ball I were returning to you over the net) for you to answer my questions and 

consider my suggestions. I always have questions and suggestions. I may suggest material be 

moved around to improve the flow of the story, or I may suggest you write some missing aspect. 

Structural editing is also known as substantive editing. 

Fact Checking, Stylistic Editing, and Copy Editing 

When you return it to me the next time, I will get to work on the next three steps: fact checking, 

stylistic editing (often called line editing), and copy editing (looking for accuracy, consistency, 

and logic). This stage involves ensuring your facts are accurate (fact checking), your style is 

cohesive and engaging, and your grammar (with all that that entails) is appropriate and correct. If 

you have not already done so, I will apply MS Word’s STYLES to create simple formatting for 

your document.  
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2  ~  Y o u r  C o m p l e t e  M a n u s c r i p t  

Please ensure that your manuscript is an orderly compilation of every section and every chapter. 

Put your book title, subtitle, and byline (the name you wish to use as the author of your book) at 

the top of the file. The next page in a book (and in an ebook) is the copyright page. Look inside 

some books on your bookshelves or ebooks in your tablet to decide on the contents you want in 

your copyright page. The basics include a statement of the date and owner of the copyright, an 

“all rights reserved” statement, a caveat (if any your book makes any claims), your website, and 

the members of your team. 

Other front matter material (the material before body matter) includes a dedication, an 

acknowledgements page (though this can also be at the back of the book), and a table of contents 

(ToC, also called “Contents”). When STYLES are used to create headings, it is easy to create a 

ToC automatically and update it when required. If you haven’t employed STYLES, I will.  

Next comes the body matter, the text of your book, the chapters that tell the story.  

The back matter contents will depend on the style of your book; the options include 

endnotes (you also might have used footnotes throughout or have none), a bibliography, a 

glossary, an appendix, an epilogue, a conclusion, an author bio, author information, and (for an 

ebook) an opt-in page.  

Wikipedia provides a helpful page on where book elements may go; search for “Book 

design” in Wikipedia’s search bar. 

Your last manuscript draft will be my first draft. When we contract to work with each 

other and you send me your manuscript, I will keep it as is for later comparison if needed.  
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3  ~  T h i n g s  Y o u  C a n  D o  F i r s t  

There are many things you can do to tidy up your manuscript at this stage, before sending it to 

me or any other editor to boost it up several notches.  

Here’s a list to give you an idea of your options: 

o turn on SHOW/HIDE to see the full story of what’s going on 

o use only single spaces (i.e., no double spaces after a period) 

o use only single paragraph returns (i.e., no extra paragraph returns, to centre a heading, for 

instance—STYLES are used for this) 

o use MS Word STYLES to increase spacing, add indents, change typeface and font size, 

and create headings (rather than using FONT, the PARAGRAPH panel alone, spaces via the 

spacebar, paragraph returns, and/or tabs) 

o choose heading levels in your manuscript 

o capitalize headings correctly 

o present numbers 

o familiarize yourself with COMMENTS, TRACKING, and CHANGES in the REVIEW panel 

o know where you stand with rights, permissions, and copyright administration 

Let’s look at each of these in detail. 

Show/Hide 

Turn on SHOW/HIDE to see what’s going on. Find it under MS Word’s HOME page, in the 

PARAGRAPH panel. Click on the pilcrow, which is the paragraph return symbol that looks like 

this: ¶. 

With SHOW/HIDE turned on, the page starts to look very busy. But it will make carrying 

out the next tasks far easier. 
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Single Spacing Only 

When people learned to type on a typewriter before 1980, they learned to insert two spaces after 

a period, that is at the end of a sentence. Typewriters use Courier, a monospace typeface; two 

spaces after a period provided a visual break that was essential for the reader.  

When people started using word processors on their computers in the 1980s and ever 

since, they could use more than just Courier. Typefaces such as Times New Roman (the font I 

used to create this document) are variable-width fonts, making two spaces after a period no 

longer necessary. Variable-width fonts already provide visual breaks along the way. 

Go through your document and make every double space a single space. You can do this 

one at a time or you can do this globally, using MS Word’s REPLACE function under EDITING on 

the HOME page. Click on REPLACE and a screen pops up. Next to FIND WHAT: enter two spaces 

with the space bar; next to REPLACE WITH: enter a single space. Click on REPLACE ALL and all 

double spaces will become single ones. 

 

 

You also might have used the space bar to push an image to the centre of the page. The 

best way to centre an image is to use MS Word STYLES. And if you are hoping to convert your 

MS Word document to an ebook, you (or your editor) must use MS Word STYLES. See below. 

Single Paragraph Returns Only 

Now that you have turned on SHOW/HIDE, you might see vertical columns of pilcrows, perhaps 

where you wanted to have the heading for a new chapter start at the top of a new page. The best 

way to make a new chapter start at the top of a new page is again to use MS Word STYLES. And 
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if you are hoping to convert your book to an ebook from an MS Word document, you (or your 

editor) will need to use MS Word STYLES. See below. 

 

 

If, through STYLES, your paragraphs are set to 0.5” indent and alignment left for NORMAL 

INDENT, there will be no reason to add extra paragraph returns between paragraphs. You will also 

want to create a Normal_no_indent style for first paragraphs under all headings. 

MS Word Styles 

The STYLES gallery is found on the HOME page. STYLES are used to control many elements of the 

text, including characters, paragraphs, fonts, alignment, indentation, spacing, and more. If you 

click on the small arrow in the lower right-hand corner of the STYLES panel at the top of your 

HOME screen, a vertical tab pops up, as you see to the left of this paragraph. 

I find it easier to work with the vertical STYLES panel than with the STYLES gallery 

available in HOME. That could be because the icons for NEW STYLE, STYLE INSPECTOR, and 

MANAGE STYLES, along with OPTIONS are visible at the bottom of the panel.  

To show how STYLES work, I’ll show some examples of headings. There are three 

heading levels in this document.  
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o HEADING 1 is for chapter titles, such as “Congratulations!” and “3 ~ Things You Can Do 

First.”  

o HEADING 2 is for A-level subheads, the first subhead level. These are headings of material 

grouped inside a chapter and they are under HEADING 1. There must be at least two 

HEADING 2 subheads to warrant their usage. 

o HEADING 3 is for B-level subheads, the material grouped inside the first subhead level. 

There must be at least two HEADING 3 subheads to warrant their usage. There is a 

HEADING 3 subhead immediately below this bullet.  

An Example of Heading 1 Style 

Here are the elements of HEADING 1: as you will see in the image below, there is lots to choose 

from. 

o The STYLES name is HEADING 1 

o STYLE TYPE is LINKED (PARAGRAPH AND CHARACTER)  

o STYLE BASED ON: NORMAL_NO_INDENT 

o The STYLE FOR FOLLOWING PARAGRAPH is NORMAL_NO_INDENT 

o FORMATTING is CANDARA 16 in a green colour called “Accent 6,” centred vertically and 

horizontally 
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o Clicking on the FORMAT option in the bottom left-hand corner of the panel causes another 

set of nine choices to become available. I choose to click on the PARAGRAPH panel. In the 

first set of choices here, under INDENTS AND SPACING, HEADING 1 selects the following: 

ALIGNMENT: CENTRED 

OUTLINE LEVEL: LEVEL 1 

INDENTATION: LEFT 0”; RIGHT 0”; SPECIAL (NONE) 

SPACING: BEFORE 12 PT; AFTER 0 PT; LINE SPACING 1.5 LINES 
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o In the second panel under LINE AND PAGE BREAKS, HEADING 1 selects the following: 

PAGINATION: WIDOW/ORPHAN CONTROL; KEEP WITH NEXT; KEEP LINES TOGETHER. I 

could also select PAGE BREAK BEFORE, because HEADING 1 is a chapter heading level. 

An Example of Heading 2 Style 

HEADING 2 is for the examples under HEADING 1—A-level subhead—for instance, MS Word 

Styles. 

The differences between HEADING 1 and HEADING 2 are font size, font colour, and space 

above the heading. In HEADING 1, the font size is 15 and the colour green. In HEADING 2, the font 
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size is 14 point, boldface and italics, the colour is a custom copper, and the space above the 

heading is 20 point. 

An Example of Heading 3 Style 

HEADING 3 is for the chunks of material grouped under HEADING 2. This is the B-level subhead—

for instance, An Example of Heading 3 Style. 

The differences between HEADING 2 and HEADING 3 are font size, font colour, and space 

above the heading. In HEADING 3, the font size is 13 and boldface, the font colour is a custom 

purple, and the space above the heading is 16 point. 

Benefits of Using Styles 

Using MS Word STYLES heading levels enables the easy creation of a table of contents (ToC) 

that is word for word with the headings in the document: see REFERENCES -> TABLE OF 

CONTENTS. I am amazed at how often a manually created ToC does not match the order or the 

actual words of chapter titles. 

Another benefit of using MS Word STYLES for headings is its ability to enable the easy 

movement of headings and the text under them from one place to another within the manuscript, 

through NAVIGATION under VIEW. 

Another option is to create a list of chapters and headings, bookmark them, and hyperlink 

the items in the list to the bookmarks. Some distribution platforms (such as Smashwords) require 

this type of table of contents rather than the one that uses MS Word STYLES. 

Heading Levels 

There are three options for choosing heading levels when writing a book. Option one includes 

three heading levels; option two includes four; option three includes five. 

Option One 

The three heading levels in option one are as follows: 

o HEADING 1 is chapter level 

o HEADING 2 is a subhead 

o boldface or italics can be heading level 3; the boldface or italics can be assigned as a 

STYLE, end with a period, and run into the paragraph. 
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Option Two 

The four heading levels in option two are as follows: 

o HEADING 1 is chapter level 

o HEADING 2 is A-level subhead 

o HEADING 3 is B-level subhead  

o boldface or italics can be heading level 4; the boldface or italics can be assigned as a 

STYLE, end with a period, and run into the paragraph. 

Option Three 

The five heading levels in option three are as follows: 

o HEADING 1 is part level 

o HEADING 2 is chapter level 

o HEADING 3 is A-level subhead 

o HEADING 4 is B-level subhead 

o boldface or italics can be heading level 5; the boldface or italics can be assigned as a 

STYLE, end with a period, and run into the paragraph. 

Correct Heading Capitalization 

Chicago Manual of Style recommends that all titles, subtitles, and headings (chapters, subheads, 

and run-in subheads) employ the headline style of capitalizing words. Here are the guidelines I 

follow, somewhat simplified:  

o Capitalize the first and last words of a heading; capitalize all nouns, pronouns, adjectives, 

verbs, adverbs, subordinating conjunctions (after, although, because, except, if, unless, 

when, whether, while, than), and the second part of a hyphenated word. 

o Prepositions are only capitalized if they are used as nouns, adjectives, or adverbs. 

o Lowercase articles (a, an, the), coordinating conjunctions (and, but, or, for, nor), all other 

prepositions, to in an infinitive (I Choose to Write), as in any context, and scientific terms 

that begin with a lowercase letter (rBGH). 

o For correlative conjunctions (either/or, both/and, not only/but also) the leading element is 

capitalized and the trailing element is lowercased (Mayor Urges Either Fare Hikes or 

Service Cuts). 
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Numbers as Words or Numerals 

Chicago advises spelling out whole numbers from zero through one hundred and certain round 

multiples of those numbers beyond one hundred. Even so, I recognize that some people prefer 

the convention of spelling out whole numbers only from zero through ten. Let me know which 

system you prefer. (This does not apply to numbers given as percentages, which are always 

written as numerals with percent written as a word, 23 percent.) 

o In a non-technical text, a sum of money that can be expressed in three words or less is 

spelled out (ten dollars; a hundred dollars; seventy-five cents). 

o Actual prices can be presented with a dollar sign (Prices range from $2.50 to $11.00). 

o Most of the time, retain numerals as a mixture when they are describing actual 

percentages (30 percent and 100 percent) and actual measurements, but write 100 percent 

as one-hundred percent when it is a descriptive state rather than a measurement. 

Features of the Review Panel  

You and I will spend considerable time in the REVIEW panel while editing your manuscript. 

Familiarize yourself now with how the following features work: COMMENTS, TRACKING, and 

CHANGES. Take some word-processed material that you can practice on (not your manuscript) 

and add a comment, reply to a comment, delete a comment. Turn on TRACK CHANGES by 

clicking the top of the TRACK CHANGES icon and then delete a word to see what happens. I prefer 

working with the REVIEWING PANE showing all changes to the right of the document, vertically. 

You may prefer to see them horizontally, under the document. Test the differences between 

SIMPLE MARKUP, ALL MARKUP, and NO MARKUP. Under SHOW MARKUP, you can choose to see 

only COMMENTS, only INSERTIONS AND DELETIONS, and only FORMATTING; or you can choose to 

see a select mixture of those features. You can select one person’s edits or another’s—also 

useful. 

In working with your manuscript the very first time, I will turn on TRACK CHANGES. It 

will not get turned off until the very end of the editing process, which may be four to six weeks 

or more. If you realize you have somehow turned it off part way through the process, let me 

know when you return the document, so I can compare the document you return to me with what 

I sent to you the time before. TRACK CHANGES are complicated, but in the end this feature saves 

both of us time and avoids confusion. 
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Rights, Permissions, and Copyright Administration 

As the author of your work, it is your responsibility to learn where you stand with rights, 

permissions, and copyright administration. The words you have written in a book, once 

published, are copyrighted by law. They are your property. If anyone else wishes to use them, 

they must seek your permission and you may charge them for the privilege of using them.  

Having said that, it is important to know that copyright protection does not extend to 

book titles, names of poems, slogans, blog post titles, or any short phrase that identifies a work. 

While your published words are your property, so Jane Doe’s published words are her 

property. If you wish to quote what Jane Doe has written, you must find out how you can reach 

her, contact her, and ask for permission to quote her, citing the words you wish to use and the 

context in which you hope to use them. Sometimes, if you can’t contact her directly, you may 

need to go through her publisher. You may find out that Jane Doe has died, in which case you 

need to find out who is managing her estate, because copyright extends many years after death; 

the length of time varies according to the country in which she obtained her copyright. 

The term “fair use” comes into play when discussing copyright. Fair use of material 

allows school, college, and university level students to quote published material in their own 

writing, as long as they cite the source. This all changes when money comes into the equation. 

As soon as a writer wants to make money from their written words and still wishes to quote the 

published words of others, fair use is interpreted by the publisher of the other person’s words. 

Each publisher approaches this topic in their own unique way. In other words, there are no 

standardized rules. 

The simplest way to include epigraphs and quotations of other people’s words in your 

book is  

o to use the words of someone who is long dead (though even then, someone might have 

snapped up the copyright).  

o to contact every single person you quote. This option can take a long time, time you 

could spend writing or marketing, and it can also be expensive. 

o to paraphrase the material written by someone else and say on whose ideas you are 

basing your statement. 
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Abbreviations 

Authors are discouraged from including the following abbreviations in print books and ebooks: 

e.g., i.e., etc., a.k.a., other than occasionally, and only inside parentheses. Such abbreviations are 

not part of standard written English. (This how-to manual for authors is an exception, being 

instructional; it has several such abbreviations.) 

If an abbreviation, initialism, or acronym is in common usage in the field of the book’s 

content, it can be used in the text once it has been spelled out in full with the abbreviation inside 

parentheses that follow (for example, World Health Organization (WHO)). 

Documentation 

Notes 

There are three types of notes that may appear in a manuscript: parenthetical notes, endnotes, and 

footnotes. Authors of manuscripts that provide source citation (for facts that may not be easily 

checked and for actual quoted material) need to decide how to provide those citations. Each 

method has advantages and disadvantages. 

o As parenthetical notes—the source can be written inside parentheses at the end of the last 

sentence that uses the quote, before the final punctuation. The information is instantly 

available, but its length could be unsightly and detract from the rest of the page’s content.  

o As footnotes—the notes will appear on the page where the footnote is positioned. The 

linking superscript number is positioned directly after final punctuation. Again, the 

information is instantly available, but a long note at the end of a page could be unsightly. 

Also, it could be so long that it flows (confusingly) on to the next page. 

o As endnotes—the notes will appear as a group at the end of the document. The linking 

superscript number is positioned directly after final punctuation. The disadvantage is that 

the notes are now quite a distance from their context. Notes in an ebook, however, are 

linked, making the distance not a problem. During the print layout process, endnotes can 

be split up into chapter groups with chapter numbers as subheads. 
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An Index 

The creation of an index for a book or an ebook provides its own set of challenges and is usually 

carried out by a person who indexes material professionally, an indexer. It is a laborious task and 

cannot be begun until the entire manuscript has been designed and layout established. Despite 

the time delay, an index can definitely enhance a print book. The time and labor required to 

index an ebook are more than can be justified. 

A Glossary 

One or more glossaries can enhance both print and digital books. Such glossaries might explain 

terms, abbreviations, time periods, or more. These are definitely worth the effort. The author is 

responsible for their creation. 

A Bibliography or a Recommended Reading List 

A bibliography or a recommended reading list serve several purposes:  

o Their presence allows parenthetical notes to be shorter. 

o They provide the scope of the author’s research and/or recommended reading. 

o They provide an overview of the material covered in the text.  

A recommended reading list can displace a bibliography or add to the information provided, 

helping the reader to expand their knowledge further. Either element can be split into groups 

such as articles, books, and videos. 

Author Information 

Author information can include an author biography, author services, an opt-in page, and further 

instructions.  

o An author biography will provide some indication that the book’s topic is in the field in 

which they have trained and/or worked. It will also provide additional material and will 

be between one hundred and three hundred words.  

o An author services page will provide information about some general ways to engage 

with the author’s work, their website URL, perhaps their email, and further contact 

information.  
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o An opt-in page on the author’s website provides a very specific offer that accompanies 

purchase of the book. 

o Further instructions may be provided for a variety of purposes, for instance, how to post 

an Amazon review. 
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4  ~  T h i n g s  I  W i l l  D o  

Things I Notice 

If you have not followed my suggestions above, for whatever reason, I will assist you to carry 

them out or I will carry them out myself, though here and there I will need your help. For 

instance, I will not perhaps be able to discern the level of your headings easily. And I definitely 

will not be able to write your acknowledgements or your author bio.  

In the same way that a master gardener notices dandelions growing among her 

delphiniums, I notice misspellings and incorrect homophones (see “Word Usage and Spelling” 

below). In the same way that a chef notices a boring flavour creeping into her carrot soup, I 

notice that the paragraphs are all the same length or the sentence constructions are repetitive. 

As an editor, these are some of the weeds and the bland flavours I might notice as I read 

your manuscript. I will either point them out to you or correct them on the spot. 

o misspellings 

mispelling should be misspelling 

o incorrect homophones 

The chef recommended pearing his chocolate creation with a Pinot Noir. Here, pearing 

should be pairing. 

o verb-noun disagreements, often hidden by phrases coming between nouns and their verbs 

The decision reached by all the building’s renters were wholly rejected by the landlord. In 

this sentence, were needs to be was. 

o ambiguity due to misplaced modifiers 

While climbing the rock face, the mountain seemed almost to lean over her. We know that 

mountains don’t climb rock faces. The sentence is better stated While climbing the rock 

face, Ariel felt as though the mountain was leaning over her. 

o ambiguity due to dangling modifiers. Also known as a dangler, a dangling modifier is a 

phrase that describes something or someone that isn’t named in the sentence.  

After cooking the bean curd soup, it fell on the floor. Did “it” cook the soup? It can change 

to After cooking the bean curd soup, Alexander dropped the whole pot on the floor. The 

floor is still a mess, but, comfortingly, now we know who should be cleaning it up. 
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o ambiguity due to the use of pronouns 

Celia’s cousin Ann was married to her husband’s best friend. What kind of a marriage is 

that? Wait! Celia’s cousin Ann was married to Celia’s husband’s best friend. We can do 

better. Ann’s husband and Celia’s husband were best friends; they went golfing together 

each weekend. And we still haven’t explained that Ann and Celia are cousins. Some 

relationships are really complicated. Perhaps we should explain the cousin relationship 

sooner, or later. 

o awkward sentence structures 

o repetitive sentence structures 

o overly long sentences 

o overly long paragraphs 

o repetitively sized paragraphs 

o timeframes that jump around 

o gaps in logic and gaps in the story 

o story repetition 

o and, in addition, I will notice more, using the following rules of English as guidance. 

But first, let me say that I do not look for (nor do I worry about) split infinitives, sentences that 

end with a preposition, and sentences without verbs. Unless there are too many of them.  

Grammar 

Whole books and courses have been written on the topic of English grammar. Some of its 

elements include understanding and knowing the parts of speech and the rules for good syntax—

how words come together into easily understood sentences.  

It is generally accepted that there are eight parts of speech: nouns, pronouns, adjectives, 

verbs, adverbs, prepositions, conjunctions, and interjections. 

Nouns 

Nouns are words that name something that is either abstract (love, hate) or concrete (chair, 

cloud). They will also be either  

o common nouns, field, flower, seed, house, roof, tree 

o proper nouns, Citi Field, New York, Australia, Princess Diana 
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o count nouns, ones that differ between their singular and plural forms, field/fields, ox/oxen, 

child/children 

o mass nouns, prejudice, fear 

o collective nouns, flock, herd, pile 

o mass nouns followed by a prepositional phrase, the size of the project, a number of people 

o noun-equivalents, To sing well is the goal (to sing well is the noun equivalent) 

Pronouns 

Pronouns are words that stand for nouns. They save on very awkward phrasing, but they can 

occasionally lead to ambiguity, so that care must be taken. There are several groups of pronouns. 

o personal pronouns I, me, my, mine, myself, oneself, you, your, yours, yourself 

o demonstrative pronouns, that, this 

o interrogative pronouns, what, which, who 

o relative pronouns, that, what, which, who 

o indefinite pronouns, another, any, each, either, none 

o adjectival pronouns, any, each, that, this 

As you can see above, some of these words function in several ways, depending on their context. 

Adjectives 

Adjectives are words that describe nouns, noun phrases, and pronouns, high, low, round, slim, 

yellow, orange, rectangular, oblong.  

Usually, adjectives precede the word they describe, high hedge, orange ball, oblong box. 

Occasionally they follow, anything smelly, everything green.  

Verbs 

Verbs denote action, bend, fend, lend, mend, send, tend, wend. A string of words with a period at 

the end requires a verb in order to be a sentence, a verb that describes the action the subject of 

the verb is taking. The high hedge is hiding the orange ball.  

The shortest sentences possible (other than those comprising interjections, as below) 

comprise exclamatory verbs. Sing! Run! Weep! Bake! 
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The two voices for verbs are active and passive. In active voice sentences, the subject 

performs the action of the verb, She ran for the joy of it. In passive voice sentences, the subject of 

the sentence is not performing the action of the verb. Indeed, the noun or pronoun that performs 

the action of the verb may be missing (His racket was broken in the accident.), or it may be the 

object of the sentence, The water had already been poured by Susie, the youngest of the three 

sisters. 

The three verb modes are indicative (The racket broke.), imperative (Pour the water now, 

Amy.), and subjunctive (If Amy were not so little, she wouldn’t have spilled the water, causing 

George to slip, trip over the dog, and break his racket.). 

The three major time divisions indicated by verbs are past, present, and future. Each of 

these also has a perfect tense that indicates a time still further back. In order from past to future 

the verb tenses are as follows: 

o past perfect tense 

She had poured the water. 

o past tense 

She poured the water and She did pour the water. 

o present perfect tense 

She has poured the water.  

o present tense 

She pours the water and She is pouring the water. 

o future perfect tense 

She will have poured all the water in a minute. 

o future tense 

She will pour the water soon. 

Verbs can change to take other forms, such as present participles (is pouring), past participles 

(was pouring), and infinitives (to pour). They can also work with auxiliary verbs such as can, 

could, do, may, might, must, ought, shall, should, will, would. Anyhow, I think we’ve poured 

enough water, so let’s move on. 
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Adverbs 

Adverbs (quickly, mechanically, slyly, gladly, skyward) are words that qualify, modify, or describe 

verbs, adjectives, other adverbs, and mixtures of these. They explain how something happens. In 

the following examples, the adverbs are italicized. 

o adverbs qualifying verbs 

sings marvellously 

will change globally  

o adverbs qualifying adjectives 

They were positively glad. 

The mayor is embarrassingly apologetic. 

o adverbs qualifying other adverbs 

His demeanour changed from apologetic to aggressive incredibly quickly. 

She mended the flat tire quite deftly.  

o adverbial phrase qualifying a phrase  

It all happened so very surreptitiously that I wondered what indeed had happened. 

Prepositions  

Prepositions (with, into, including, among, despite, toward, upon) relate one word with the next. 

The examples of prepositions are italicized. 

o The cup with the saucer is more valuable than the one without. 

o The problem between Sue and Jane is longstanding.  

Prepositional phrases function the same way. 

o Despite being disappointed at the movie’s ending, Isabel realized she had mostly enjoyed it.  

o He wanted to get his work done by Friday at all costs. 

Conjunctions  

Conjunctions and conjunctival phrases bring two or more parts of a sentence together. 

o First the manager did this and then he did that.  

o I ran home because I was late.  

o Mary agreed to meet up with Cyprian the next day, provided that he promised to be on time. 
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Interjections  

Interjections are those words that cause their sentences (often, one-word sentences) to carry an 

exclamation mark after them, to emphasize their increase in volume, importance, or suddenness.  

o Really!  

o Ouch! 

o Whoa! 

o Oh! Hallelujah, that’s over! 

Word Usage and Spelling 

Standard written English is the term used to denote careful word usage in clear writing. Our 

daily speech is usually not as careful as our written speech. For that reason, we must pay special 

attention to how we write, even while keeping our writing as informal as the topic will still invite 

our readers in.  

These days, native English speakers use many words incorrectly, assigning them the 

wrong meaning. We are all equally responsible. Homonyms are words that sound and look alike 

but have different meanings (present meaning both the current time and a gift; peer meaning 

both a person of the same age as another specified person and to look very carefully). 

Homophones are also types of homonyms that sound very alike but have different meanings and 

spellings: pear, pare, and pair; wear and ware; homophones can cause misspellings and thereby 

misunderstandings. 

As the years go by, English continues to evolve:  

o words change, moving from two words to one hyphenated word 

rent free to rent-free 

o words change, moving from one hyphenated word to one word without a hyphen 

re-enter to reenter 

note book to notebook 

o words move in the other direction, from one hyphenated word to two words 

flower-bed to flower bed 

o words move out of common usage 

albeit 

to wit 
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o words move into common usage 

ransomware 

onboarding 

cwtch (from Welsh and means a “cuddle” and a “cupboard”) 

It’s important that word spellings be consistent within a document and that the entire document 

be of a similar style. For instance, if reenter is used in one sentence, do not use re-configure in 

the next one. If healthcare is used as a noun in one place, do not switch to health care for the 

noun the next time. That might perhaps become confusing—even while being correct—if the 

two-word noun health care is used in one place, the one word healthcare is used in another place, 

and the hyphenated adjective health-care (as in health-care facility) appears in yet another place, 

all within the same document. 

Repetition of specific words can be good when doing so creates a useful pattern. 

She said she could; she said she should; she said she would; and she did.  

Some words are so unusual though, that if they are used only twice in a book, their usage 

stands out. Salubrious could be a good example, as would be octothorpe, pilcrow, meldrop.  

Sometimes, an ordinary word used twice in as many sentences can sound repetitive.  

It is overkill to use two words that mean almost the same thing in one sentence. For 

instance, Both Mary Brown and indeed Mary Smith disliked her own name. This is better rendered 

as Both Marys disliked their first name. 

Some writing styles adopt certain conjunctions (and, but, because) repetitively and that 

adoption leads to repetitive sentence construction, which in turn can lull our readers into slumber 

land.  

Negatively worded statements can be powerful, yet their negativity sticks. Both 

communication theory and the law of attraction tell us that the negative message is the one that 

the media and the universe hear; it’s what readers hear too. A negative word sticks. The strange 

thing though is that the statement is heard as positive. “I’m never going to stay indoors for a week 

again” is heard as “I’m going to stay indoors for a week.” A stronger option would be “I’ll get 

outside every day.” 

Verbs are powerful because they are where the action is, but combinations of two verbal 

infinitive can become wordy and vague. To try to do it is better yielded as to attempt it. Casually 

spoken English renders this as to try and do. That’s a mistake in writing.  
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A less common verb on its own is always stronger than an ordinary verb with a noun: 

convert he made a sacrifice to he sacrificed. 

Sentences using passive voice can be distancing. Soon we don’t know who is acting on 

the object and we start not to care. The papers were spread on the table. Decisions were made. 

Actions were taken. If instead this were Sophie spread the papers on the table. She and Mark 

decided they would act together, we move a little closer to the story and we are interested once 

again. 

Punctuation 

The Serial Comma 

Serial commas separate each item in a list of three or more, including before an “and” and an 

“or.”  

o stem, leaf, and flower 

o one day, when all the women, old men, and children were working in the fields … 

The only time there is no comma before an “and” in a list of three things is when two of them 

create a partnership: 

o compare John and Jack and Jill with Jack and Jill, and John  

o and with Jenny, John, and Jack and Jill. 

Semicolons 

A semicolon is used to create a closer link between two independent clauses than a period would.  

o George and Carolyn could not bear to be apart; they were lovers. 

o All pines, giant sequoias, and larches are coniferous; strangely, so are alders. 

Colons 

Although a colon can be used in many places where a semicolon is a valid choice, the colon is 

used sparingly. Colons imply that the following words expand upon what has already been said; 

they provide an example; they give the sense of “as follows.” Colons should never be used after 

dependent clauses or mere phrases. Instead, other punctuation marks will be required. 

o George and Carolyn could not bear to be apart: they were lovers. 

o Beatrice abhorred anything bitter: orange rind, chicory, arugula. 
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o Although a colon can be used in many places where a semicolon is a valid choice, the colon is 

used sparingly. 

Question Marks 

As their name implies, question marks are placed after questions, but not after statements that 

don’t ask anything. 

o Suddenly she asked herself, where am I going? 

o Is it worth the risk? he wondered. 

o Fiona wondered whether she was making the right choice. 

Dashes 

Three are three types of dashes: hyphens, en dashes, and em dashes. The last two are named for 

the letters whose width they approximate. 

o hyphens are used to spell a word 

problem-solving 

pig-headed 

o hyphens are used to unite two or more words to become a descriptor (adjectives, nouns, 

phrases) 

dog-eat-dog competition 

free-range chickens 

middle- and upper-class operagoers 

small-animal hospital (consider the different meaning between small-animal hospital and 

small animal hospital)  

o hyphens are not used with a two-word phrasal adjective that begins with an adverb 

ending in -ly  

a sharply worded reprimand 

o but they are used with a phrasal adjective that is longer than two words and ends in –ly 

a not-so-sharply-worded reprimand 

o hyphens are used as separators in phone numbers 

123-456-7890 

o an en dash (which is the width of the letter n and, therefore, wider than a hyphen) is used 

to replace the word “to” in date, time, and page number ranges  
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pp. 23–77 

London–Paris train 

1914–18 

but from 1914 to 1918  

and between the years 1914 and 1918 

o an em dash (which is the width of the letter m and, therefore wider than an en dash) can 

be used instead of paired commas 

The chancellor—he had been awake half the night—came downstairs in an angry mood. 

o an em dash can be used instead of parentheses 

Her preference for three colours—blue, green, and white—is obvious in this painting. 

o an em dash can be used instead of a colon 

It was the revival of the most potent image in modern democracy—the revolutionary idea. 

Parentheses 

Parentheses are always used as a pair, to separate material from surrounding text. Enclosed 

words may provide information that is grammatically unrelated to the sentence. 

o Our trip to Oregon (see chapter four) was dampened by the rain. 

o John and Marci’s break-up (there’s no use going into the details again) is permanent. 

o Lucy felt she had done her very best in that exam (high school physics) even though she had 

failed. 

Brackets 

Brackets—also known as square brackets—are used to insert material missing from quoted text. 

The bracketed text may amplify and may replace missing text. Brackets may also be used to set 

off text inside parentheses. 

o “I loved [Estella] against reason, against promise, against peace, against hope, against 

happiness, against all discouragement that could be,” Dickens, Great Expectations. 

o (To find out more about how trees communicate with each other, read The Hidden Life of 

Trees [Peter Wohlleben] and What a Plant Knows [Daniel Chamovitz].) 

o “Although children of all ages have special and specific needs to grow and develop normally, 

the first eighteen months of life are crucial…. [T]he nine months of pregnancy are equally 

important,” Paul Roumeliotis, MD, Baby Comes Home. 
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Slashes 

Other forward slashes can mean “and,” “or”, and “cum” according to their context; on the other 

hand and/or clearly means what it says and can be left as is. To avoid confusion, it is best to 

replace them with the word(s) they imply. 

o Rather than They must acknowledge/cite the original author, write They must acknowledge 

the original author by citing his or her full name and seeking permission. 

o Rather than Reiki Master/Teacher, write Reiki Master Teacher. 

o Rather than I suddenly knew that I had heard/read it previously, write I suddenly knew that I 

had heard it read aloud to me previously. 

o Rather than She wrote her novel in her office/dining room, write She wrote her novel in her 

office-cum-dining room. 

Apostrophes 

Apostrophes have three main uses: to indicate the possessive case; to stand in for missing letters 

or numerals; occasionally to form a plural to avoid confusion. 

o Ronald’s knife 

o Geraldine’s chair 

o the Joneses’ house 

o it’s (the contraction of “it is” [different from its with no apostrophe, which indicates the 

possessive form of the neuter pronoun “it”]) 

o hasn’t 

o doesn’t 

o wouldn’t 

o seven o’clock 

o “Where’d ’e go?” the little boy asked about the ball that had rolled under the couch. 

o No doubt, if you handwrote it, you crossed the t’s and dotted the i’s. 

Ellipses and Ellipsis Points 

An ellipsis is the omission of one or more words (phrases, sentences, and paragraphs) from 

quoted material. The omission is marked with ellipsis points, three dots with a space on either 

side so that they do not touch adjacent words. (In print layout, the layout designer separates these 

three dots with nonbreaking spaces.) If the end of a sentence is removed, a period precedes the 
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ellipsis, showing four dots. If the end of a sentence is complete and words are missing from the 

following material, again a period precedes the ellipsis, showing four dots. Ellipses never 

precede or follow the entire material that is quoted; however, ellipses may end a paragraph that is 

now incomplete and begin the next paragraph when it is incomplete.  

o The omission is marked with ellipsis points, three dots with a space on either side…. Ellipses 

never precede or follow the entire material that is quoted  

o I consult print copies of Chicago Manual of Style … The Copyeditor’s Handbook, and more. 

There is a second purpose for ellipses: to show that an idea or a thought or dialogue has been cut 

off midstream. 

o “I was just about to call you … What? You’re where?” 

o “I’m … ” 

Special Treatment of Words 

Italics  

In a book, italicize  

o book titles 

Pride and Prejudice 

o movie titles 

Pride & Prejudice 

o play titles, titles of musicals, opera titles 

Angels in America: A Gay Fantasia on National Themes 

o names of magazines 

National Geographic 

o music albums 

Cats Down Under the Stars 

o spacecraft, aircraft, ships, and trains 

The Orient Express 

o artwork, including paintings, sculptures, photographs 

Mona Lisa 
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o foreign words 

Tageskalender 

hygge 

o when a word is used self-reflectively. There are two methods and both are correct—

italicized or with quotation marks.  

I had never before used the word net to mean both the internet and a tennis net. 

I had never before used the word “net” to mean both the internet and a tennis net.  

o an unusual use of a word and for emphasis. 

That is correct. 

Quotation Marks 

The double quotation marks favoured in books and ebooks are also known as typographer’s 

quotation marks, smart quotation marks, or curly quotation marks. They are directional and must 

be used correctly to indicate either the opening or the closing of a quotation. When used to 

indicate speech, closing punctuation marks go after commas and periods regardless of whether 

the commas and periods are part of the original material, but before question marks and 

exclamation marks that are not part of the original. 

o When a subsequent passage is quoted inside a quoted passage, it uses single quotation 

marks. 

“Who is the Elizabethan who wrote ‘All the world’s a stage’?” Tom asked Mary. 

In which of Shakespeare’s plays appears the phrase “All the world’s a stage”? 

“I was sorry to see Jonathan move away,” said Phoebe.  

“Move away! Did he?” asked Hermione. 

o In a book, put quotation marks around titles of magazines articles and songs. 

“Hurricane Sandy Bears Down on the East Coast,” Time 

“All You Need Is Love” 

Underline, Boldface, All Caps 

In a book, underlining is never (or hardly ever) seen. In the past when typewriters were in 

common use, underlining signified that the word should be italicized. Underlining has fallen 

from common use. 
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Boldface is used selectively, such as for the opening term that comprises a run-in 

subhead. 

ALL CAPS (not SMALL CAPS) has the unfortunate reputation and habit of shouting at the 

reader. It’s best avoided, unless it seems there is no other way to grab the reader’s attention. 

Even so, the reader may not like having their attention grabbed. 

Names 

I follow Chicago’s “down” style of treating names. The examples that particular style manual 

gives are Brussels for the city, but brussels sprouts for the vegetable that was probably not grown 

in Brussels; and Prime Minister Trudeau, but the prime minister. 

The other thing I do regarding all proper nouns (e.g., book titles, authors’ names, dates of 

events, places, distances, and more) is to check their accuracy online, in everywhere from 

Amazon to Wikipedia and from personal blogs (run by the specific author mentioned) to 

institutional websites. This helps establish how these proper nouns are spelled in the specific 

name. 
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5  ~  O u r  J o i n t  G o a l  

Together, as we go through the editing process, our joint goal needs to be the creation of a 

version of your manuscript that is accurate, engaging, and current, and not in any way gossipy, 

libellous, or tedious. Editing is a joint affair; think of it like a tennis game but without the 

competition. Your manuscript is the ball. We want the process to be like a pleasurable tennis 

rally with the ball going back and forth as many times as are necessary for the manuscript to be 

print-ready.  

We both want the final result to be a book to curl up with or consult, to commend or 

cherish.  

Please know that I, like you, want the very best for your book, your unique creation. 
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